
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 High specification customer facing meeting rooms offering both wired and wireless 
presentation facilities and all with intuitive touch panel control systems. 

 A review and then upgrade of the previously unreliable, cabled connectivity to wireless 
presentation facilities in the internal meeting rooms 

 The design of all audio visual equipment to sit on the client network allowing for remote 
monitoring and diagnostics. 

 

 

Case Study: Healthcare 

Challenge 

 With over 40,000 employees in over 70 countries, the client has sought to expand their training 

and research capabilities in emerging markets. 

 To create a new state-of-the-art centre of innovation training and product showcase facility. 

 To relocate the commercial offices into the new building. 

 

 

 

Solution 

 Close consultation, working alongside the client to 

understand the core needs of the business and to 

maximise the use of the facilities. 

 The implementation of a broadcast quality presentation 

system in the 117 seat auditorium, including a 3D 

projection system linked to the labs and enabling live 

video link-ups. 

 Divisible, flexible meeting spaces introducing integrated 

video conferencing through the installation of HD 

cameras and codecs. 

Internet Videocommunications has partnered with a leading global healthcare company operating in 
over 150 countries, which develops and manufactures industry leading medical devices. 

”The effort and attitude from day one of our engagement has been exemplarily and I have found every 
member of the team hardworking, flexible and knowledgeable. This has been a very complex project 
with scope changes and very much an evolving requirements emanating from the business.” 

Results 

The new training facility had a grand opening with the global CEO and local dignitaries, with Internet 
Videocommunications’ staff assisting onsite. The new state-of-the-art meeting rooms has transformed 
the way meetings are conducted and have had a significant impact on the way colleagues meet on a 
day to day basis across the globe. 

The company now has the training facility they require which is able to showcase its latest products 
and accommodate daily training sessions for both internal staff and external clients. 

 

 

 


